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	Healthcare Informatics: Improving Efficiency and Productivity examines the complexities involved in managing resources in our healthcare system and explains how management theory and informatics applications can increase efficiencies in various functional areas of healthcare services. Delving into data and project management and advanced analytics, this book details and provides supporting evidence for the strategic concepts that are critical to achieving successful healthcare information technology (HIT), information management, and electronic health record (EHR) applications. This includes the vital importance of involving nursing staff in rollouts, engaging physicians early in any process, and developing a more receptive organizational culture to digital information and systems adoption.


	Bridging the gap from theory to practice, it discusses actual informatics applications that have been incorporated by various healthcare organizations and the corresponding management strategies that led to their successful employment. Offering a wealth of detail, it details several working projects, including:

	
		A computer physician order entry (CPOE) system project at a North Carolina hospital
	
		E-commerce self-service patient check-in at a New Jersey hospital
	
		The informatics project that turned a healthcare system’s paper-based resources into digital assets
	
		Projects at one hospital that helped reduce excesses in length of stay, improved patient safety; and improved efficiency with an ADE alert system
	
		A healthcare system’s use of algorithms to identify patients at risk for hepatitis



	Offering the guidance that healthcare specialists need to make use of various informatics platforms, this book provides the motivation and the proven methods that can be adapted and applied to any number of staff, patient, or regulatory concerns.
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The Visual Investor: How to Spot Market TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The Visual Investor, Second Edition breaks down technical analysis into terms that are accessible to even individual investors. Aimed at the typical investor--such as the average CNBC viewer--this book shows investors how to follow the ups and downs of stock prices by visually comparing the charts, without using formulas or having a...
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Cell Migration: Developmental Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	A collection of classic, novel, and state-of-the-art methods for the study of cell migration in cultured cells, different model organisms, and specialized cells in normal development and disease. Highlights include basic assays that apply to all cell migration studies in vitro, assays in various model organisms, and assays for cancer cells,...
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Engineering ChemistryJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2007

	Engineers and scientists are required to master chemical principles because many of the problems they encounter involve chemical processes or the composition and properties of materials. This book is designed to present the fundamental concepts of chemistry as they relate to modern engineering applications. As an up-to-date reference it can...
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Excel 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Bible series from Wiley Publishing, Inc. is designed for beginning, intermediate, and advanced
	users. This book covers all the essential components of Excel and provides clear and practical
	examples that you can adapt to your own needs.


	In this book, I’ve tried to maintain a good balance between the basics that every...
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Successful Selling in a WeekTeach Yourself, 2012

	The ability to sell products and services successfully is crucial to anyone who wants to advance their career. Written by Christine Harvey, a leading expert on selling as both a coach and a practitioner, this book quickly teaches you the insider secrets you need to know to in order to achieve profitable sales. The highly motivational 'in...
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Troubleshooting Oracle PerformanceApress, 2008
What do you do when your database application isn’t running fast enough? You troubleshoot, of course. Finding the slow part of an application is often the easy part of the battle. It’s finding a solution that’s difficult. Troubleshooting Oracle Performance helps by providing a systematic approach to addressing the...
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